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1. Executive Summary 

Funded by the BSR Interreg Programme, the project Baltic Game Industry (BGI)1 was launched in October 2017. 
The core objective was to examine means to boost the Baltic Sea region’s (BSR) game industry by increasing 
the knowledge and appreciation of the industry with the public authorities, thus getting their support through 
favourable framework conditions, and by providing means for the industry to strengthen their ecosystem from 
within. Talent growth has been recognised as the most salient issue, typical for IT industries but even more so 
for the game industry with its hybrid nature of creativity and technology and the ensuing “creative young hobby 
developers” with no ambition in entrepreneurship. Game incubation is a fairly recent practice, with only a 
handful that have been in business over a decade. It is drawing on the model of IT incubation which proves to 
bear a lot of pitfalls. During the BGI project, we have come to understand that we need to look at the whole 
game incubation ecosystem and explore ways to strengthen this ecosystem which takes a different perspective 
and weighing than the industry ecosystem. BGI and the extension project BSGI “Baltic Sea Game Incubation” 
seeks to demonstrate the benefit of cross-border activities to complement the regional incubation programmes 
and initiatives. 

In the following, we document the conceptualisation process determining the orientation of the pilot activities 
in what we termed “transnational incubation”. We are looking into three areas for which regional incubators 
are as a rule not well equipped: commissioning (and remunerating) international experts for webinars providing 
insights on trends, market behaviour and other current topics, organising an intensive mentoring event 
(bootcamp) and offering in-depth coaching on “exotic” topics or choices for making games. 

 

 
1 EU Interreg Baltic Sea Region project Baltic Game Industry (BGI): www.baltic -games.eu. 
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2. Introduction 

Game incubation is not only a recent practice, it also presents itself as fragmented and without an 
internationally sanctioned standard framework, procedure or strategy. The BSGI project, as extension to the 
BGI project, endeavours to provide remedies for this situation through the accumulation of scattered and 
tangible knowledge and dedicated pilot activities. One of the areas investigated is the transnational 
collaboration in the incubation activities. Though “on paper” every incubation manager would confirm the 
importance of transnational networking and collaboration, hardly any efforts in this respect are undertaken 
outside the conference grapevine talks or project work. We strongly believe that a set of topics or proven 
formats could be sustainably implemented throughout the BSR, if supported by a majority of incubators. This 
requires the incubation managers to be convinced of the benefit of collaborating on a transnational level versus 
doing it on their own or not being able to offer certain services to their teams at all. We hope to encourage 
incubator managers to give transnational collaboration a higher priority in their agendas in the future. For the 
purpose of demonstrating the added value that transnational collaboration (as a form of “transnational 
incubation activity”) can bring to the individual regional incubation, we chose three areas that usually are 
lacking from regular incubation programmes for different reasons, but mainly a lack of resources: 

• hands-on challenges in the business explained by top veteran game experts 
• an international work environment with intense mentoring interaction 
• “exotic” topics or technologies or types of game development 

 

Capitalising on the practical experiences of the BGI project and from other projects and initiatives such as 
GameCamps2, Stugan3, Spelkollektivet4, three formats have been deemed in particular promising for greater 
incubation impact, if carried out as a joint transnational enterprise (see BGI Output 3.5). 

The BSGI project adapts this knowledge to fit the purpose of international incubation under the umbrella of 
three dedicated “Transnational Game Incubation Pilots”. This document delineates the concepts developed for 
these three pilot areas, by identifying a sound and effective approach to the activities, designing the 
programmes and choosing the evaluation methodology. 

The three types of activities to be piloted are: 

SUMMER ACADEMY (now AUTUMN CAMP): A bootcamp-style activity combining a transnational peer 
experience for young talents with intensive mentoring (several days, in a secluded location). This pilot adapts 
similar regional initiatives to be useful for the BSR incubation community across borders, with the goal of 
providing a foundation for institutionalising such activities. The existing regional initiatives are fragile because 
they strongly depend on private funding driven by national interests, on regional funding serving a political 
agenda or on short-term funding as part of an EU-funded project or are not part of the framework of 
professional game incubation. 

ONLINE WEBINAR: In the US and Canada, online mentoring and tutorials are common for-profit offers by 
individuals. But as a not-for-profit incubation activity with vetted experts, the organisational and financial 
aspects might prove to be too challenging for individual incubators to imitate. For the individual incubator, 

 

 
2 GameCamps: www.facebook.com/balticgamecamps.  
3 Stugan: www.stugan.com. 
4 Spelkollektivet: www.spelkollektivet.com.  

https://baltic-games.eu/files/bgi_project_-_output_3.5.pdf
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there is no remit to offer a webinar since coaching is done on site. However, as the BGI pilots have shown, the 
lack of experienced game coaches in young industries such as the Baltics, creates an obstacle when seeking to 
cover salient subjects in one programme. Resorting to online webinars would help overcome this issue, by 
sharing international experts on a specific subject across borders. In addition, incubators from remote regions 
(e.g. North Finland or North Sweden) would benefit from such joint efforts, as they too might not easily have 
experts at hand to cover all topics. Even established incubators will not have all topics equally well covered and 
would definitely be able to increase the quality of their programme, while reducing the costs for coaches by 
sharing the remuneration with other incubators.  Additionally, start-up teams will benefit from an international 
environment and exchange within the webinar, thus strengthening the competitiveness of the whole BSR. 

THEMED TRANSNATIONAL WORKSHOPS: Naturally, an incubator aims to strengthen their regional game 
business and provide training and mentoring for the teams participating in their incubator. However, as the BGI 
pilots uncovered, there is a lack of experts for certain topics or types of business models or game developments 
(e.g. serious games, XR-based games). To enhance the local incubation, concerted workshops on these types of 
themes were recommended. HTW Berlin used the results of BGI GoA 4.6 (game development for non-
entertainment use) to create a concept for piloting such a Themed Workshop for transnational incubation. 
While online webinars might be suitable for more “exotic”, yet general topics (e.g. IP or tax regulations abroad), 
Themed Workshops tackle more complex topics which require stronger interaction and enough time for 
discussion and experimental team work. 
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3. Case Studies on Cross-Border 
Activities in Game Development 

The team involved in the preparation of this conceptual study has mapped several past and ongoing 

activities that support the conceptualisation and development of the “Transnational Webinars”, the 

“Autumn Camp” and the “Themed Workshop” to be piloted in the second stage of the BSGI project (to 

be confirmed subject to the relevant pandemic regulations). The key activities and aspects to consider 

have been described below. 

 

GameCamps 

Project duration: 2016 – 2020 

Funding: Public, co-financed by the EU INTERREG Central Baltic programme (Project number: Central Baltic 
421) 
Project partners: Cursor Oy (Finland), Gotland Science Park (Sweden), Latvian Technological Center (Latvia) 
and Tartu Science Park (Estonia) 
Website: Website is not available anymore, overview based on project reports 

Facebook site: https://www.facebook.com/balticgamecamps 
Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQWEe2b8vRn0NxajUx_x_Vg 
 
Game Camps was a project for the development of a new type of a gaming sector’s joint venture accelerator 
for the Central Baltic Region. The overall objective of the project was to strengthen cross-border ties between 
the national and regional game industries of the BSR. The expressed goal was to help establish at least 10 cross-
border game companies over 3 years, working with no less than 240 aspiring game developers from Finland, 
Estonia, Latvia and Sweden. 

To achieve this, the partners organised 4 cross-border game camps, one in each country, aiming for game 
developers to form teams and new game start-ups. The camps were organised as game jams with substantial 
focus on the aspects of enterprise and entrepreneurship. With the challenge to build a working game prototype 
and pitch it to a jury, the best teams had the opportunity to receive 30,000 EUR worth of support to take their 
game to the next level and help them become a successful company. The best of the final projects attended 
the Game Developers Conference 2019 in Silicon Valley, where the best of the best pitched to a group of 
investors and publishers. 

The duration of the camps was 3-4 days with early-stage teams, students and other game development 
enthusiasts. During the camps, the teams had access to a wide range of mentors. 
 

Key learnings from the process: 

• The acceleration and mentoring programme (outside the game camps) should be started early on and 
should be very clearly declared and defined with a structured system of how to join. 

• Participants of the game camps should be well informed about what to expect from the activity – what 
they should know and what skills they should have, but most importantly what ambition level they 
should possess. 

• Pitching training is extremely important and should be focused on. 

https://www.facebook.com/balticgamecamps
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQWEe2b8vRn0NxajUx_x_Vg
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• Networking between countries has provided additional value in terms of new contacts, increased 
knowledge, novel outsourcing possibilities and game dev community building. 

• Support activities for developing the games has helped the teams get started and deliver more 
professional products. 

• The Silicon Valley trip (involving strongest teams) was considered as one of the most important and 
unique experiences, which offered valuable pitching opportunities and resulted in actual publishing 
deals. 

• Mentoring and support from industry veterans accelerated the development of the start-ups and gave 
valuable insight into the game industry. 

• Young entrepreneurs generally appreciated the support for travel and accommodation to various 
events, which can cost too much for them to attend. 

• Overall, the GameCamps project provided cooperation opportunities and important connections 
between the teams and start-ups that still exist after the end of the project. 

 

Stugan 

Programme duration: Two-month annual programme, (2015-2018), currently on hold5 

Funding: Private – the programme is funded and run by seasoned game developers with the support of public 
and private sponsors with intention to build a platform where new talent can bloom. Only teams, not 
individual developers are accepted 
Location: Dalarna, Sweden 

Website: www.stugan.com 
 

Stugan is a yearly non-profit accelerator programme started in 2015 for talented game developers, 

helping new teams and individuals to realise their wildest game ideas to incentivise young talent to get 

into the game industry and reach a world audience with their creations. Located between Falun and 

Borlänge, in the municipality of Dalarna in Sweden, Stugan offers a secluded cabin as a place to work, 

play and live during a two-month programme. The cabin holds room for a large work space, as well as 

bedrooms for 23 people. There is also a dining area and access to a lake for teams who like a late -night 

swim. 

 

Focus of activities: 

• Building a pitch: The application process includes sending a game pitch as a video, combined with a 
summary of the team, and what they are trying to achieve in Stugan. All platforms and game types are 
accepted, as well as applicants from all over the world. 

• Building the game: During eight weeks in the cabin, the teams are working on their game with the aim 
to reach goals described in the pitch. The goal can be a demo, a Kickstarter build or a game ready for 
release - it's up to the team. Visitors from the game industry will frequently come by to inspire and get 
inspired, including some of the most influential game developers in Scandinavia, and from the rest of 
the world. 

• Building the audience: During the stay, teams get the chance to build their fanbase early. Every week, 
videos are published from Stugan, so fans from all over the world can follow the development. The 

 

 
5 Being on hold not for lack of success or commitment, but because of a majority of the organisers having 

had offsprings, then the COVID-19 pandemic occurred. 

http://www.stugan.com/
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season finale will include viewers voting for the best game. The winner will not only receive a fine prize 
but also a great deal of PR as the winner of Stugan. 

• Building the network: The programme aims to gather the most creative and inspiring teams out there, 
with ideas that could revolutionise gaming. They will be room- and workmates for two months.  

 

Spelkollektivet 

Programme duration: Operational since 2017 
Funding: Mostly private, supported in part by public funding 
Website: www.spelkollektivet.com 
Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmcT3BugjcVlT44-0OHtsCQ 
 

With 2,400 square metres and more than 40 game developers from all over the world living in the house, 
Spelkollektivet is the world's largest co-living & co-working space for game developers. It is situated in 
Kronoberg County in southern Sweden, roughly 25 minutes south of Växjö and 45 minutes north of Karlshamn.  

Regarding the participants, Spelkollektivet is always looking for a good mix of people and game development 

skills. The target audience is people working within the game development area, open for knowledge and 

experience exchange. Before joining the programme, the team needs to have a plan. Companies can apply to 

move there and access will be provided based on available space and the team. The prices start from around 

600 EUR / month (single room) up to 960 EUR / month for a 2-person apartment. Everything is included in the 

rent - breakfast, lunch, dinner, bedroom, office space, internet, electricity, furniture, and consumables such as 

laundry detergent. The participants support each other in a wide range of game-development related fields, 

e.g. providing valuable feedback on the games, sharing experience about different tools available and 

knowledge of building a sustainable business, etc. Spelkollektivet is also providing a limited scholarship 

programme and acting as a publisher of games for another source of income. Those who sign up for the 

publisher programme get free accommodation during the development plus extra for support after release, 

and hands-on help with programming, graphics, etc. Developers also get marketing support and a 50 / 50 split 

without recoup (so from day 1 they get money from their sales, something most publishers don’t do). If another 

publisher offers a better deal, Spelkollektivet would be willing to be bought out or give up a majority of the 

split. 

 

SpielFabrique 

Programme duration: Operational since 2016 

Funding: Private and public funding 

Website: https://spielfabrique.eu 
 
The SpielFabrique accelerator programme comprises online and face-to-face coaching sessions over a period 
of 9-12 months. The selected teams are individually supported in collaboration with the partners and receive 
personalised support. The selection takes place in cooperation with international experts, e.g. educators, 
publishers, independent and AAA studios. The programme focuses on studios distinguished by high-quality 
projects as well as international and economic ambitions for long-term successful corporate development. The 
programme involves topics related to growth management, strategy optimisation, market positioning, 
communication strategy, and public and private financing. 

To date, SpielFabrique has successfully supported 25 companies, and a further seven are in the incubation 
phase, supported by several key industry players in the form of 9-month acceleration tracks. 

http://www.spelkollektivet.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmcT3BugjcVlT44-0OHtsCQ
https://spielfabrique.eu/
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Recent Initiatives 

Pärnu Games Incubator 

Programme duration: July 5 – August 27, 2021 
Funding: Public-private 
Location: Pärnu, Estonia 
Website: https://parnu.games 

Organisers: Successful game developers from Estonia and Finland, led by Peter Vesterbacka incl. Tampere 
Game Hub, Gamecan, Forwardspace, Return Entertainment, Dreamloop, Sampogames and guest mentors 

 

The course runs once a week (usually Wednesdays, depending on mentors) from July 5th onwards. The 
curriculum is tailored to participating game businesses with mentors and topics subject to change based 
on the teams coming in to match the game business needs. Teams will get devoted one-on-one mentoring 
from these game industry experts, and they will host a keynote in the weekly meetings.  

 

Mentoring topics: 

• Business opportunities in the game industry 
• Game development pipeline (gameplay, monetisation, retention) 
• Pitching (pitch deck) 
• Fundraising 
• Marketing and social media 
• Communication and PR 
• Service sales and pricing  
• Public funding and cash flow planning 
• Pitch training and feedback 
• Legal issues and HR 
• Demo Day 2021 with presentations from all teams 

 

Baltic Explorers – Boosting Games to New Markets 

Programme duration: 2021-2022 

Website: https://balticexplorers.eu 

 

Built on the success of GameCamps project (see above), key partners decided to continue within a new project 
to actively strengthen the game industry cluster in the Central Baltic Region, covering parts of Sweden and 
Finland and the whole of Estonia and Latvia, by supporting the game cluster companies in their 
internationalisation activities and promoting the region at international business-to-business (B2B) events. 

The express goal of the project is to organise game industry meetups, prepare and run two rounds of 
international accelerator programmes, provide mentoring support for building a strong cluster and support 
game industry teams from the Central Baltic Region for success in Asian and American markets. 

In order for getting deals to Game Explorers Hub companies from Asia / US markets, the partners will organise 
two types of supportive activities before heading to global B2B events: 

I. Acceleration events: Organised 4 times, one in each country. These 2-3-days events include training 
about the target markets, pitching, sales skills, localisation, market testing, etc. to make sure that the 

https://parnu.games/
https://balticexplorers.eu/
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companies are well prepared for the target markets. During the events companies can collaborate with 
other cluster companies, if they are lacking some expertise in their project (game). Cross border 
collaboration provides a wide network of experts, market specialists and talents for the cluster and 
shared experience among the cluster members strengthens the whole cluster. 

II. Mentoring programme: In between and parallel with the acceleration programme activities various 
support opportunities and advisors for the companies who will help with testing, soft launches on new 
markets and fine-tuning the games and investor / publisher readiness for B2B events in Asia or US will 
be offered. 
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4. Concept for the “Autumn Camp” 

1. Goal 
The main goal of the BSGI “Autumn Camp” (former “Summer Academy”) is to organise an activity combining a 
transnational peer experience for young game start-up talents with intensive mentoring. Ultimately, the aim is 
to develop a model format to show the benefits of such a collaboration set up for game incubators in different 
regions and countries across the BSR. The event will be organised as an academy in a bootcamp style for several 
days in a secluded location. The goal is to gather game developer companies (teams) working on recently or 
soon to be published games. 

The goal is also to invite incubator experts, mentors and game development companies building the creative 
environment. In this environment many activities will be launched where companies benefitting from the 
expert support or more experienced companies can get insights and polish their projects or pitches, as well as 
solving business model bottlenecks, gaps or stalls and choose or improve the direction of the business 
development strategy. 

 

Specific goals of the Autumn Camp for companies:  

• Preparing the teams for active participation in large events 
• Improve and polish their project / pitch / business in an international game developer environment 
• Supporting the teams for pre-launch activities of their games (e.g. feedback and testing) 

 

Specific goals of the Autumn Camp for incubators: 

• discuss cross-border incubation topics with participating incubators, teams and external participants 
(mentors, teams, experts) 

• get insight and feedback from the companies’ teams, incubator staff, the community and external 
mentors 

 

In the future, the Autumn Camp should be self-sustainable. The goal of the BSGI Autumn Camp is to test and 
create the pilot which can be replicated in the future on a self-sustainable basis, where participants cover 
expenses (all expenses or some part of it). 

There are two aspects which show the value of the Autumn Camp in the future: involvement and feedback of 
the incubators / mentors in the preparatory phase and the positive feedback of participants of the BSGI Autumn 
Camp. In the future, the willingness to pay the participation fee is also an important feedback for the success 
of the approach. Creating a viable concept and testing it in a live environment is the main goal of this pilot. 

 

2. Target Groups 
The main target group of the Autumn Camp are game start-ups / game development companies, who have an 
ongoing game project either released recently (a few months before Autumn Camp) or soon to be released in 
the period of 6-9 months. The company should have playable demo available during registration. All game 
platforms are invited, e.g. mobile, PC, consoles, VR. 

The companies or teams will be required to delegate two people to join, single participants will not be accepted. 
The teams will be also limited to a maximum of two participants to ensure the possibility for more teams to 
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participate and benefit from the Autumn Camp. It is expected that (legally) established companies will be 
participating, but also teams which do not have a registered legal entity will be accepted if they are ready to 
show a playable demo version. 

The Autumn Camp will not be targeted at companies that are at a very early development stage. To benefit 
best from the Autumn Camp activities, participating companies should already have some experience and bring 
the project they want to improve or polish. This way, the practical work can be done during the camp. 
Companies or teams should be close to finalising one of their products or they should have a playable demo 
version available that they can show to investors. This product or playable demo version would be the case for 
the team to work on during the Autumn Camp. 

Teams should have at least one case when they register for the Autumn Camp. Having a case (topic or goal) 
allows the company to focus the attention and have better results at the end and help deliver the desired 
outcome. The case can be of different kinds, for example preparing for the large event, looking for investment 
or publishing, maybe looking for cooperation opportunities (could be subcontracting or offering specific skills 
in joint product development). The case is flexible and will be indicated in the registration form. According to 
these cases of the participants, the programme will be adjusted, and mentors selected. 

The other, smaller target group of the Autumn Camp is the staff of incubators. There will be a part of the 
programme dedicated to the topics relevant to incubation programmes and the development of incubators. 
The transnational incubation experience exchange will be facilitated among the incubators, experts / mentors 
and the companies. 

 

3. Selection Process for the Companies 
All BSGI incubators and some external incubators which have been part of BSGI’s activities will be asked to look 
at the teams they are incubating and invite two or three of them to participate in the Autumn Camp by 
completing the registration form (one pager). The incubators know best at what stage of the development the 
team is and who could benefit best from this kind of creative environment. Considering possible cancelations, 
the limits of the teams can be changed. Some incubators could cover traveling costs of the teams. 

The idea is to test the concept and to test how this model of incubators proposing teams from their pipeline in 
order to benefit most from the creative environment of the Autumn Camp is working. 

Based on the experience of similar events, during the registration companies should provide a one pager 
(download template available here) and / or an available pitch deck (free format). The simple registration form 
will consist of:  

• General information (company name, contacts) 
• Funding (what is the situation in the company) 
• What is the company seeking 
• Range of revenue 
• Team info 
• Achievement of company / team 
• Roadmap and key milestones of company  
• Market 
• Competitive advantages 
• Business / revenue distribution model 

 

All these aspects should be described in concentrated short form and fit on one page. The most important 
section for organisers to consider and adjust the programme is the roadmap and key milestones of the company 

https://tartuteadusparksa-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/henri_hanson_teaduspark_ee/EfwJfucvFldGiV8uyNoeWs4BjrBsKctp9z-SCIJvJ8pOhA?e=CWEEmj
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and also what they are seeking for in terms of support. The companies will be asked to provide the pitch deck 
for registration if they have it ready. Not all the teams will be able to provide it, but the goal is that by the end 
of the Autumn Camp everyone would have a pitch deck ready to use and finetune to the needs of larger events. 

After incubators suggest the companies, the WP3 project partners organising the Autumn Camp are choosing 
the teams from the applications. After the applications are selected, the WP3 project partners will have a clear 
view of what kind of companies will be participating. Accordingly, the programme will be modified and mentors 
selected.  

The registration procedure will be ready at least two months before the event and the incubators can start the 
recruitment process. The event is planned for the beginning of November (subject to potentially changing 
pandemic conditions and regulations). All the registration channels will be ready in time before the event and 
companies can start filling in the information, get to know the programme, communicate the expectations and 
help create a creative environment for the Autumn Camp.  

The Autumn Camp is planned for around 10 teams and 5-6 external mentors, totalling approx. 25 people. The 
ratio between teams and mentors is flexible. In this environment it will be easy for mentors to join online, not 
all of them have to be present in the camp. This way we can have a more beneficial ratio for companies 
benefiting. 

According to the participants number the final location will be selected. 

 

4. Length of the Programme 
The planned length of the programme is three to six days. The most likely format is four to five days. The 
length of the programme will depend on the teams and their needs, the needs of incubators as well. After 
the registration the length of the programme can be adjusted. 

 

5. Topics 
The programme will be dealing with different topics of game development such as: 

• Development / production: gameplay / testing, feedback, monetisation, retention, porting etc. 

• Marketing: visibility, social media, approaching influencers, etc. 

• Pitching: pitch deck, one pager, 3 min pitch, hybrid demo day for pitch practice and promotion 

• Legal issues: shareholder agreement, staff contracts, IP, revenue sharing 

• Funding: publisher / investor relations, public funding 

• Business: cash flow planning, subcontracting services, team management software 

• Other topics mentioned by teams during registration 

 

These topics are usually covered by incubation programmes and similar topics will be preselected based on 
these programmes. The companies registering for the event will note their main issues in terms of development 
and according to that the programme of the Autumn Camp will be adjusted, new topics included or developed 
deeper. 

Expert sessions will be held with game incubators – speakers from Stugan, Spelkollektivet or similar 
organisations can present other case studies and discussions will be facilitated about the possibilities of cross-
border incubation: sharing and exchanging experiences, sharing tools or good practices and interesting cases. 
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One of the biggest aspects will be the game development and gameplay / testing of their own games between 
the teams. The teams may have expertise in specific topics, so they can act as mentors to other teams in their 
specific field of expertise. 

We expect strong dedication to mutual cooperation in testing, further development, finetuning, pitch 
preparation, feedback for the games under development, etc. 

 

6. Procedure for the Selection of Topics 
The general topics were selected screening the programmes of the game incubators around the world. 

The final topics will be selected according to general topics described in the previous chapter and the 
applications of the teams. After incubators choose the teams from their programmes, the WP3 project partners 
office organising the Autumn Camp will review all of them. The final programme will be confirmed with topics 
relevant to the applicants. The programme finetuning will take place a few weeks before the Autumn Camp. 

The principle of flexibility in terms of the topics is very important. To keep the event agile and according to the 
needs of the participants is one of the main goals of the BSGI project. The programme will be confirmed during 
the later stages of the preparation for the Autumn Camp. 

 

7. Selection of Experts / Mentors 
Experts and mentors will be chosen in cooperation with participating incubators. It will be a mix of 
external mentors and incubator staff. Some of the participating teams will be approached for leading 
workshops based on their expertise. 

The selection of mentors will be based on the teams which will be applying, their identified cases / goals 
and relevant topics, but it also depends on the available budget.  

The mentors will be selected from: 

1. Incubators, participating in the project, available mentors within the staff with necessary expertise 
2. Close circle of BSGI project partners, screening their networks for available expertise on needed topics 
3. External mentors publicly available 

 
There will be a lot of flexibility to be able to add other mentors to the programme, based on the needs that the 
teams have. 

Selected experts or external mentors in the field of incubation, to tackle the important topics of incubators will 
also attend. The identification of the topics will be addressed with a questionnaire to the participating 
incubators in the project. Based on that, the experts / mentors will be selected, so we can have an incubator-
focused workshop on how to develop and finance incubation programmes, and other topics identified in the 
survey. 

 

8. Tools and Methods for Interaction 
The event registration will be available as a separate landing page on the Baltic Sea Games WordPress website, 
set up for the brand and accompanying activities. 

The main interaction tool will be “Discord”, where an event-specific channel will be set up and managed, to let 
the participating teams, incubators and mentors introduce themselves already before the event. It can be 

https://discord.com/
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introduced per country or per incubator and filled with information, topics and discussions, building a 
community even before the start of the Autumn Camp. 

In the Discord there will be channels like: General area, different sharing tools, test my game, specific topic-
based discussions, team pages (introduction, pitch decks), mentor pool (their availability can be seen there). 

The Discord channels will remain available after the event. People can access it after Autumn Camp is over, add 
e.g. an investor area or ask publishers to join and check the teams. There is a big flexibility for opening and 
closing channels for teams and mentors. 

The booking time for the mentors will be organised via Discord as well. Mentors can provide their availability 
and teams can select and book the time and mentor they need. 

For future activity planning a feedback form will be created (feedback regarding teams and mentors, team 
potential) to gather information, analyse and use it for future adjustments of the Autumn Camp concept and 
the final “White Paper on Transnational Incubation”. 

The event will be held in Estonia, location to be confirmed (see above). As there is a high potential of continued 
COVID-19 issues, there will be a possibility to have teams and mentors involved remotely. The platform for 
communications will be Discord to allow remote participation. 
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5. Concept for the “Transnational 
Webinars” 

1. Goal 
Individual incubators are facing a lot of challenges because of the lack of experienced game coaches in young 
industries such as the game industry in the Baltics, or regions outside the main cluster areas such as Norddjurs 
or areas outside Warsaw in Poland. It is very difficult for an incubator to have access to experts for all topics 
that might be needed for start-ups. 

The goal of the “Transnational Webinars” is to create a model to show how incubators in different regions and 
countries can be brought together to collaborate and co-host certain incubation or mentoring events and to 
conduct online workshops inviting experts to share the knowledge on the topics needed for the game industry. 
This way, the Transnational Webinars are available to as many young start-ups as possible. 

For a single incubator it is difficult to cover all the topics which start-ups need to address for several reasons: 

1. It is expensive to maintain such an expert staff full-time. 
2. There is a lack of experts for specific topics. 
3. Permanent incubation staff cannot always keep fully up to date with the dynamics of the industry. 
4. The business developers are often not active entrepreneurs anymore, so they are not necessarily up-

to-date with regards to practical business experiences. 
 
Specific goals of the Transnational Webinars for start-ups and incubators: 

• Test the webinar format and adjust if necessary. 
• Test the model of the cooperation, how it is working and giving value for the companies and covering 

some expertise for incubators. 
• Bring business development topics to the webinars as they are most needed and lacking for game start-

up companies. 
• Help companies to transfer knowledge in the process of turning a hobby into a business. 
• Encourage start-ups to look into existing incubator offers and apply for them. 
• Foster the understanding of how important entrepreneurial skills are for a sustainable and successful 

business. 
 

Transnational Webinars co-hosted by more than one incubator can create a platform to transfer 

knowledge to both start-ups and incubators cheaper, faster and solve the problem of lack of knowledge 

by cooperation and joint action. The goal of the webinars is to create the model and to test it with 

incubators and start-up companies. 

 

2. Target Groups 
Naturally, the webinars themselves are addressing both, incubator staff and game development teams. 

The main target groups of the Transnational Webinar pilots in the framework of the BSGI project are incubators 
and their business development staff working in the BSR. There are a number of game industry incubators in 
the BSR and Europe at large. They are the first target group in this context because they will benefit from new 
input for their work as coach (competence building), but mainly because an incubator rarely can offer the same 
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level of expertise for all topics that might be required to support the spectrum of teams joining the incubator. 
Using Transnational Webinars as a joint venture will not only complement the existing incubation programmes, 
but also level out weak points in the expertise amongst the incubation staff and thus ensure a constant high 
level of incubation. The others benefit from the advice they take home. 

As every aspect of the BSGI project is about strengthening the incubation and its ecosystem for the benefit of 
game developers, they automatically constitute the secondary (i.e. indirect) target group. The participating 
start-ups can listen to all these topics themselves and adapt the learnings to their projects. 

Even though the game industry is divided into different platforms like mobile games, console, PC or VR, the 
Transnational Webinars do not specialise in this aspect. In the Transnational Webinars, the topics will be 
covered from a business development point of view and will be suitable for all platforms. 

Thus, the Transnational Webinars will cover those broader, all-encompassing topics that are important for game 
start-ups working on any platform: market research, different tools, idea testing, team building, funding, 
publishing, etc. For example, the funding topic might be specific for the different platforms, but the process of 
how the start-up is planning the project for funding and all the stages of preparation are similar and the strategy 
itself is the same for all platforms, how to approach the investors, what are the expectations, etc. The 
Transnational Webinars are looking into those broader common topics and therefore addressing all game start-
ups which are starting their business. 

In fact all stakeholders of the incubation ecosystem could benefit from the Transnational Webinars (which are 
in any case open to the public): from (prospective) investors to public authorities as they offer insights into 
trends (of interest to those already familiar with the game industry) and provide the type of information that 
will provide knowledge for those not very familiar with the industry but with a remit to support their regional 
business or start-ups, in understanding the challenges that the industry and in particular start-ups meet. 

 

3. Length of the Programme 
The proposed series for the Transnational Webinar programme will consist of 4-6 Transnational Webinars in 
the time frame of 6 months. We looked into the duration of some incubator programmes, how long the 
programme is lasting and what would be the suitable length of the webinar programme to add to the incubation 
program as an additional tool. The most common length in incubator cycles is around 6 months and during this 
period a certain number of companies are incubated in a particular incubator. 

Examples of international incubation programmes: 

• Tampere Game Hub (https://www.tampere.games/finnish-game-incubator/), an incubator in Finland, 
has a short programme of 4 months, the programme goal is to prepare game start-ups for the 
pitching to investors. 

• The Game Incubator (https://www.thegameincubator.se/#LP_Section_Program) from Sweden has a 
longer programme of 15 months, covering a broad range of topics starting from idea verification to 
team building and internalisation. 

• GAME BCN (https://gamebcn.co/program) is one more incubator which has an optimal programme 

of 6 months. The goal of the programme is to develop the idea for the project, so that the start-up 

could find the publisher who would finance the project implementation. 

• The NYU Game Center Incubator (https://gamecenter.nyu.edu/2018-nyu-game-center-incubator-

round-one-applications-open/) has a shorter programme of 3 months. They accept the teams which 

have projects well developed in terms of game creation, close to the end and the programme is 

helping with start-ups with business development issues. 

https://www.tampere.games/finnish-game-incubator/
https://www.thegameincubator.se/#LP_Section_Program
https://gamebcn.co/program
https://gamecenter.nyu.edu/2018-nyu-game-center-incubator-round-one-applications-open/
https://gamecenter.nyu.edu/2018-nyu-game-center-incubator-round-one-applications-open/
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The Transnational Webinar programme could be linked to the programmes in the incubators and the companies 
could benefit from it. The incubators would see that the offered Transnational Webinars are done in a similar 
way as the programme is broken down to the intervals between topics to fit the current incubator model. The 
Transnational Webinars are an additional programme covering general business development topics to the 
specific incubator programme, a kind of add-on for the benefit of incubators and the teams. 

By adapting this format for the Transnational Webinars, incubators could adjust their running programmes to 
fit in with the Transnational Webinar topics. 

 

4. Topics 
While selecting the topics, we reviewed incubation programmes of international game incubators and also 
topics indicated in BGI project reports. Five very broad topics were selected that should be covered during the 
4-5 Transnational Webinars, also these Transnational Webinars could be combined with the workshop if a 
specific topic requires more interactivity and / or engagement of participants. In this case four Transnational 
Webinars and one workshop could be organised. The main goal is to have at least one Transnational Webinar 
and workshop dedicated to any of these topics. These 5 topics were analysed and some of subtopics were 
offered and chosen by the stakeholders as most relevant and needed (selection process in the next chapter). 

List of most relevant subtopics which can be presented in the Transnational Webinars: 

• Market research (idea formation and testing) 
• Testing in pre-production with audience (idea formation and testing) 
• Team formation, team management tools (practices), company culture (team and tech) 
• Studio strategy: long vs invest-ready (business model) 
• Blended funding (business model) 
• Monetisation (business model) 
• Intellectual property (legal) 
• Stakeholder contracts – revenue sharing (legal) 

• Management of game incubators, informal networking - Discord for incubators. 

 

5. Procedure for the Selection of Topics 
For the selection of business development topics, the international incubator programmes were reviewed, also 
some topics that were indicated in project BGI reports. We selected five broad topics that should be covered: 
marketing, game design, new trends / tech, funding and legal. 

We gathered input from our stakeholders in Lithuania, Germany, Estonia, Finland, Sweden and Denmark on 
which sub-topics could be covered in each of these topics. After selecting sub-topics, we asked all the 
stakeholders to vote, asking to indicate if the topic is relevant, not relevant or very relevant. The voting gave us 
the picture of what is the real demand, what is absolutely necessary for the teams and incubators. The 
stakeholders (gaming companies, incubators staff, mentors and experts) indicated by voting what kind of 
knowledge is lacking in day-to-day activities. This broad survey gave the list of subtopics. 
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Own graphic: Topic voting results 

 

While voting for the topics, we also asked if there are any experts ready to be the Transnational Webinar expert 
on a specific topic in order to find out how many Transnational Webinar presenters we have among our 
partners. 

All the voting results were put on the Miro board (collaborative space of the BSGI project), the voting procedure 
allowed us to identify which topics are very relevant, relevant and not relevant for our partners and their 
stakeholders. After this internal workshop we came up with a list of the topics which came from the demand 
of our target groups, i.e. the topics mentioned in the previous chapter. 

The topics are not firmly set, it can change if the organiser sees the need in the target group. During events a 
form was provided to the participants for voting which topic they want to see next, to decide in the future what 
they really need. The Transnational Webinar organisers can swap the topics or adjust accordingly. 

 

6. Selection of Lecturers / Mentors 
Lecturers will be chosen in cooperation with participating incubators and will be a mix of external experts and 
incubator staff. The selection of lecturers is based on the topics which we want to deliver to the audience and 
it also depends on the available budget. 

 

 

Marketing   

steps before, during and after lauch 
Pitch  
Service sales and pitching 
Developing for different platforms 
Social media marketing 
Market research  
Market positioning 

Business model   

Gaas model 
Team formation 
Hybrid monetization models 
Monetization ideas while developing 
Studio strategy long term vs invest-ready   

New trends/tech   
AI application in development 
Workshops for development tools/platforms 
Tools for incubators  

Funding   

Blended funding  
Funding sources  
Stock options for employees  
Revenue sharing  
Start-up contracts  

Legal   

Copyright in the DSM directive 
F2P monetization 
In game advertising to minors/children 
Using real life objects in games 
Building IP 
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The lecturers will be selected according to the topic from: 

1. Incubators, participating in the project, with available experts within the staff with needed expertise. 
2. Available speakers, who were speaking at regional events like GameOn, Digital Dragons, Nordic Games 

and, etc. 
3. Close circle of project partners, screening their networks for available expertise on needed topics. 
4. Addressing everyone close to the project to screen their network and give a recommendation. 
5. External experts publicly available. Reviewing the lectures on the specific topics on YouTube or social 

media and approaching respective experts based on the quality of the presentation. 
 

While testing this concept all above-mentioned approaches were implemented, inviting to different webinars 
as experts from all groups mentioned above. It is also important to test the internal sharing method: while 
organising the Transnational Webinars, instead of hiring external experts or people from a close circle we relied 
only on our internal human resources - inviting only employees of incubators participating in the project and 
asking them to give a talk. 

 

7. Tools and Methods for Interaction 
For the Transnational Webinars it is important to choose a webinar platform which has an easy-to-use 
functionality, is able to deliver the required quality and also provides tools for the interaction with the 
participants. 

For the first Transnational Webinars the platform “WebinarNinja” was used, but also other platforms will be 
tested in the upcoming ones. Platforms should have registration and notification functionality and they should 
provide the technical possibility for a large number of participants to join. 

The platform that was used in the first Transnational Webinars allowed people to ask questions (via text) and 
also to do polls. The questions were asked in the chat. In the future, it could be useful to use a platform which 
allows participants to ask questions live, speaking through the microphone. 

To increase the interactivity among the participants and the presenters, a Discord channel can be used. After 
the Transnational Webinar and for a certain length of time (20-30 min) the speaker could be available for 
questions and discussions in Discord. The answers and discussion results would be available for a longer period 
of time, not only for the duration of the Transnational Webinar. The incubators staff could also join the Discord 
channel and answer questions after the Transnational Webinar for a longer period of time, this way forming 
connections with the teams developing games. 

In physical meetings there is a lot of networking in between the presentations. In the Transnational Webinars, 
it is very difficult to create this networking environment which gives a lot of value to all the participants. Discord 
could substitute a physical networking environment in some way and help build connections. 

https://webinarninja.com/
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6. Concept for the “Themed 
Workshop” 

1. Goal 
Incubators aim to strengthen their regional game business and provide training and mentoring for the teams 
participating in their incubator. Many do not limit their offer to specific platforms (Console, PC, mobile, etc.) or 
types of games. However, this might imply that for a team working on a less common type of game (e.g. serious 
game for the health area, or AR games) the incubator will not be able to provide as well for them as for other 
teams. The goal of the “Themed Workshop” is to address these topics in depth in a multi-day workshop and 
address the problems companies are facing in certain fields bridging the gap of knowledge. Though the main 
entrepreneurial challenges are the same across platforms and types, the strategies and business cases will be 
different. 
The idea of the Themed Workshops is thus to tackle the challenges for specific “less common” game projects 
through intense interaction in a compact workshop with enough time for discussion and exchange with 
experienced mentors and the other team struggling with similar challenges. 
The goal of the Themed Workshop is to address the issues and problems involved in drawing up a long-term 
financing plan (relating to the above-mentioned less common types of games, e.g. serious games for the 
health sector) in a dialogue between incubator teams and experts from the game industry. Individual 
expectations and problems of the teams will be addressed in a workshop format and experiences on the subject 
will be shared, as an interactive format with audience participation allowing for more lively work. In the future 
the Themed Workshop should be self-sustainable. Creating a viable model for the Themed Workshop is the 
larger goal of this activity. 
 

2. Target Groups 
The pilot itself is aimed at competence building of incubation staff and in particular the programme managers 

and CEO as it provides a valuable asset and means to supply dedicated and tailored incubation support 

embracing also more complex and rare project types.  

The ultimate beneficiaries are naturally again start-ups looking for a sustainable business model for their 

company after an initial success and are interested in iterative and alternative solutions to the problem of 

sustainable financing of the company. 

 

3. Selection of Companies 
The selection of the companies will depend on the topic of the Themed Workshop. For the purpose of the 
pilot, the BSGI game incubators will suggest a few teams and the final selection will be made by the 
organisers based on the best match case for the topic. 

In the Themed Workshop, it is planned to include teams who released 1 or maximum 2 games. The main 
idea is to catch the teams in between releasing games. There is a common problem among start-ups that, 
after they founded the company, released the game successfully and made some revenue, they arrive at 
the situation that they do not know how to make a sustainable business model and suffer from cash flow 
gaps. Start-ups who released the 3rd or 4th game usually found the solution to this problem on their own. 
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It could be interesting for them to join in the audience, but not to present the case. They do not have the 
need to be supported in this case because they are beyond this stage of development. 

It is planned to have three to four teams. This number of teams was considered in order to have a positive 

way to interact, so that everyone can participate. 

 

4. Length of the Workshop 
The Themed Workshop is planned for mid-October for three days. The format of the Themed Workshop would 
be hybrid. Considering all possible restrictions which can happen because of the COVID-19 pandemic it is 
planned for teams to meet at the place of the event and participate live and the broader audience could watch 
the workshop online. 

Proposed structure of the Themed Workshop: 

• 1st day: Presentations of the companies and their cases, the problems and expectations for solutions. 
• 2nd day: Expert case analysis with participation by the audience solving the case and coming up with 

the best solution. 
• 3rd day: Planned to happen later on, as it is a reflection day. The results would be summarised and 

teams could share how they are using and putting the solution into action. Based on the knowledge 
they gained in the first two days, teams will create a plan or roadmap how to reach the desired solution 
to the problem step by step. 

The structure of the Themed Workshop is preliminary and flexible to new ideas. 

 

5. Topics 
The planned Themed Workshop is designed for getting to know in depth various ways of developing 
sustainable financing, what needs to be taken into account when growing a start-up, what business models 
are suitable for which projects and how international markets can be approached. 

The topics are also connected to the availability of experts, i.e. who will take part as an expert or mentor. 

The teams will join the event in interactive format and they will share the case and experience with 
experts. There will be interaction and discussion between the experts and the game incubation teams on 
how to have a sustainable company and how to progress from the first success. 

 

6. Procedure for the Selection of Topics 
The selection of topics will be made through a prior survey of the incubation teams of DE:HIVE and other 

teams from the BSGI network. The experts also provide topics that they would like to contribute to the 

workshop. Based on this survey, the existing needs of the incubation teams and available experts for the 

topics will be selected. 

 

7. Selection of Lecturers / Mentors 
Lecturers and mentors will be chosen in cooperation with participating incubators. It will be a mix of external 
mentors and incubator staff. The selection of mentors will be based on the theme of the workshop and the 
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cases identified by the teams and it also depends on the available budget. The mentors will be selected 
according to the topic from: 

1. Incubators, participating in the project, available mentors within the staff with needed expertise. 
2. Close circle of project partners, screening network for available expertise on needed topics. 
3. External mentors publicly available. 

 

8. Tools and Methods for Interaction 
The Themed Workshop will be carried out on Miro, BigBlueButton and possibly on YouTube and Twitch. 

The incubation teams will be invited from the BSR as participants, so there is an interaction between them and 
the speakers, also considering a transnational exchange of experience. 
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7. Conclusion 

Comprehensively strengthening the game incubation ecosystem of the BSR is key to driving the game 
industry of the BSR forward. Transnational incubation formats that leverage the benefits of cross-border 
activities beyond the capabilities of singular organisations in any given country constitute one of the pillars 
of the BSGI project. 

During this first stage of the project, the focus was on the development of meaningful and useful concepts 
for each of the three formats to be piloted: the Autumn Camp, the Transnational Webinars and the 
Themed Workshop. Based on these concepts, the upcoming pilots aim to provide means of incubation for 
game incubation organisations that would complement what they reasonably can offer as a regional 
incubator. These formats need to be tested and assessed for their added value.  

The concept for the Autumn Camp shows the potential of a concerted activity focusing on transnational 
peer exchange for both the participating game start-up talents and business developers, combined with 
intensive mentoring for the teams. Based on discussions and external input, it was decided that the 
Autumn Camp will be addressing start-ups that already have some experience and are working on a 
specific project in its later stages that they want to improve. The goal of the pilot will then be to document 
all stages of organisation and implementation such as the need for a careful selection of the target group 
as it is key for the choice of mentors (based on their area of expertise) and the design of the programme. 
Peer-to-peer exchange amongst the mentors and their joint mentoring of teams is an asset brought about 
by the transnational nature of this activity. This is a perfect basis for game start-up teams to fully benefit 
from the international peer-to-peer exchange as well as the intense input of the mentors. 

During the conceptualisation phase for the Transnational Webinars, it became even more evident that 
these activities could be a huge help to incubation organisations and their programmes, as these webinars 
are relatively easy to set up. The aim of covering overarching, broader topics that are relevant for all 
incubation programmes and their start-ups is key to the sustainability of the Transnational webinars. 
Incubation organisations will save money by collaborating to realise these webinars while also being able 
to attract and afford more high-value speakers and veteran game experts. Already, the first test run of 
such a Transnational Webinar has been met with great feedback and the wish for more iterations. Through 
the upcoming pilots, the goal is to develop the concept for the Transnational Webinars into a self-
sustainable format. 

The concept for the Themed Workshop is aimed not at broad topics but rather at “exotic” topics that need 
special attention. Therefore, the conceptualisation relied heavily on the creation of a format focusing on 
strong interaction within an intensive workshop. Ultimately, the goal is to create a viable model for such 
an activity that is beneficial both for the incubation organisations and their programmes as the primary 
target group and the game start-ups that will be benefiting down the line. 

As the COVID-19 pandemic is still heavily influencing the globe and of course also the game industry, all 
three concepts for the pilot formats have been developed to take into account the challenges of dealing 
with its ramifications. 

Ultimately, on the basis of the concepts and with the help of the input of the target groups themselves, 
the pilots will serve as testing grounds to solidify viable formats of transnational incubation practices. 
These practices will be beneficial to the incubation organisations and game start-ups, encouraging further 
use, adaptation, as well as the self-sustainable inclusion into the future development of incubation 
programmes.
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